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On the radar screen
1.We are heading into

another quarterly
reporting season
that we anticipate
will be much like the
last with earnings
slightly better than
analyst expectations
but basically flat year
over year. However,
with commodity
pricing and the dollar
stabilizing and
consumer spending
picking up, we expect
forward guidance to
be improved versus
recent experience.

2.Persistent
deceleration in
Chinese economic
growth, a dramatic
slide in Chinese
equity prices, and a
somewhat clumsy
official response to
both have been
much cited
contributors to
recent global
volatility. We look for
signs of stabilization
and even modest
improvement as
policy gradually takes
effect.

3.We’ve long believed
that rising wage
pressures will
ultimately play a
pivotal role in
monetary policy and
the path of
intermediate and
long term yields.
The quarterly
Employment Cost
Index is a
particularly
significant reading
and will be published
near the end of
October.

4. Germany has long
been the lynchpin to
Europe’s gradual
recovery, but travails
at its largest
company
(Volkswagen) and a
flood of refugees
threaten that status.

No pressure, no diamonds. It’s China! It’s deflation! 
No, it’s Fed policy! U.S. equities held their bounce off of 
August’s lows for the first half of September before 
falling anew and retesting those levels near month end. 
The financial press has offered a smorgasbord of 
possible explanations as to why with the greatest blame 
currently being heaped at the feet of Janet Yellen and 
the Federal Open Market Committee (FOMC) she chairs. 
Prior to the FOMC meeting, market expectations of a 
hike in the Fed Funds target rate were near evenly split, 
but with a bias toward a “no hike” decision, so it would 
be silly to suggest investors were surprised by the 
outcome. True, the Fed’s statements expressing a newly 
felt concern for global economic conditions (as opposed 
to a narrower focus on domestic markets), with China 
being singled out for specific mention, may have 
dampened investor sentiment. But it seems improbable 
that a mostly innocuous statement should have 
spawned another 5%+ down leg in equity pricing. 

“The market will invent a reason as it falls.” 
— Jesse Livermore 

Rather, opportunity lies in recognizing longer term 
trends and the degree to which short term moves 
depart from those trends. What we see is a steadily 
growing U.S. economy driven first and foremost by a 
consumer base that is finding jobs ever more plentiful, 
seeing their paychecks getting gradually larger, and 
discovering that banks are increasingly willing to extend 
them credit. Corporate profits have seen huge gains 
over the past six years and appear poised to continue 
marching higher as spending by these same 
consumers pushes revenues higher while productivity-
adjusted input costs remain well contained. 

In our experience, markets in the short term are 
simply noisy beasts that routinely defy such simple 
explanations. There is little to be learned and less to 
be gained from trying to map recent price moves to 
specific events. 
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Equity pricing over time will follow corporate profits 
higher, but for now, stock prices have been knocked off 
that path and are down on the year. 
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Weighing on stock prices has been a sharp swing to the 
negative in investor sentiment in recent months, 
propelled in part by a number of developments that we 
believe may be exaggerated: 

“Nobody goes there anymore. It's too crowded.” 
—  Yogi Berra.

 Economic activity in China, the world’s second
largest economy, is slowing sharply as heavy
industry is in secular decline. That’s true, but what’s
lost in this message is that the increasingly important
service sector is doing just fine. The shift from
manufacturing to service industries is by design and
thus far appears manageable. We anticipate better
readings out of China in the quarters ahead.

 With inflation metrics persistently below target
despite aggressive monetary policy, many are
concerned about looming deflation. We don’t share
that anxiety. Oil and gas prices are roughly where
they were last January, implying that commodity
price effects will soon start to fall out of the
numbers. Likewise, the dollar has been generally
steady versus our trade partners since March,
indicating that the process of “importing deflation”
through a strengthening dollar may largely be
behind us. And most importantly, while
compensation growth is still relatively muted, there
are a range of indicators now pointing toward an
acceleration in wage growth.

Our expectation is that the current market turmoil will 
subside to a degree with equity prices, particularly 
those in the U.S., finishing the year at higher levels 
than they are now. Accordingly, we persist in our 
efforts to exploit these bouts of volatility, adding 
incrementally to our equity holdings whilst being 
mindful of the possibility that the market could yet fall 
quite a bit further before it recovers (we speak 
regularly of the benefits of dollar cost averaging, and 
our practice of very gradually building the positions we 
desire demonstrates that we practice exactly what we 
preach). Within fixed-income we remain ever vigilant of 
a potentially disorderly rise in longer term yields, 
although to date that caution has been entirely 
misplaced. Our preference for shorter-term, lower-
rated debt over longer-term, higher-grade instruments 
is still firmly in place. 

We couldn’t let Yogi’s passing this month go by 
without recalling one of his myriad malapropisms 
(which we prefer to think of as bonapropisms)! In 
recent years, plentiful capital, very low interest rates, 
and the recognition of the vast potential of the shale 
revolution have conspired to encourage heavy 
investment in oil and gas infrastructure and debt. In 
retrospect, it now appears that it became a rather 
crowded trade, pushing yields lower than was perhaps 
justified given the attendant risks. With energy pricing 
now much depressed and many projects no longer 
viable, asset flows have reversed course and selling 
pressure has grown intense. Prices have been 
plummeting on Master Limited Partnerships (MLPs) 
and energy sector debt, and we are increasingly of the 
opinion that the pendulum may have swung too far. As 
yields gap higher and valuations cheaper, we cast an 
increasingly hungry eye on those market segments. It 
may still be early, but there is a very compelling 
investment opportunity in the making.  
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